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Editorial

Perhaps the most keenly anticipated event to have occurred within the past
three months has been the publication of Lionel Carley's Delius: A Life in
Letters 1862-1908 (Scolar Press, 925). The importance of this fascinating and
scholarly work, together with its now eagerly-awaited companion volume, cannot
be stated too strongly. It will be reviewed in the April Journal, together with
two other important recent publications: John Boulton Smith's Frederick
Delius & Edvard Munch: their friendship and their coffespondence (Triad Press,
f,15.95) and Lewis Foreman's Bax: A composer and his times (Scolar Press,
f27 .50). A first paperback edition of Lionel Carley and Robert Threlfall'sDelius:
A Life in Pictures, originally OUP, will shortly be available from Thames Publish-
ing at f4.95. Released this month by Unicorn-Kanchana is a record of Delius
songs, with Felicity l-ott, Sarah Walker and Anthony Rolfe Johnson, each
accompanied by Eric Fenby. The group of Scandinavian songs consists of
Twilight Fancies, The Violet, In the Garden of the Seraglio, Silken Shoes,
Autumn, Young Venevil, Irmelin Rose and Let Spingtime come; the French
songs are Il pleure dans mon coeur, Le ciel est, pr-desws le toit, La lune blanche,
Chanson d'automne and Avant que tu ne t'en ailles; and the English songs are
To Daffodils, So white, so soft, so sweet is she and l-Brasil (DKP9022, also
cassette, f5.99).

On 17th May Delius's melodrama Paa Viddeme received its world premidre,
on Norwegian Television. In October, in london, members were grateful to
Andrerv Boyle, who initiated the premidre, for arranging a private showing of a
video.-recording of that production. The work's first concert performance will
be given in London on 7th February (see Forthcoming Events)and another per-
formance is planned for the Cheltenham Festival. Mention should be made of an
extremely fine performance of Songs of Sunset given on 1Oth September 1983
at Eton College by the Broadheath Singers and the Windsor Sinfonia conducted
by Robert Tucker. Also, with very little advance notice and much earlier than
had been anticipated, Heiberg's political satire Folkeraadet was broadcast on
Radio 3 on 20th October, in an English translation by Ian Rodger. The complete
Delius incidental music was used, played by the BBC Concert Orchestra under
Ashley Lawrence.

The entertaining speaker at a meeting of the Sir Thomas Beecham Society in
Iondon on 8th October was Thomas Round, who took the role of Nils in the
1953 Oxford lrmelin One amusing anecdote he related concerned the difficulty
he was having at rehearsal of entering on cue at one particular moment. After a
number of ill-timed entries, either too early or too late, he summoned up
courage and approached Sir Thomas, asking him for a more definite cue. The
response was not quite what he had anticipated. When that moment in the score
was reached again, there came a shout from Beecham. 'There's your damn cue,
my boy!' he roared, flinging the baton across the stage to land at Thomas Round's
feet.
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JAMES FARRAR: POET, AIRMAN AND DELIAN

by Christopher Palmer

'I believe that lines of force exist between people as between poles of a magnet,'
wrote James Farrar, whose death in action in 1944 at the age of 20 deprived
England of one of the finest writers of his generation. Certainly if one does be-
lieve in such a phenomenon it helps to explain many chance but significant en-
counters otherwise hard to account for-encounters not only between living and
living but also, as in the present case, between living and dead. Why should
I, last summer, have selected from a secondhand bookseller's catalogue the
unknown work of an unknown author (James Farrar)? Perhaps I was attracted
by the name of its editor, Henry Williamson, long a favourite of mine. (In the
late 1960s Arthur Hutchings wrote to me saying he could imagine himself
working up interest in the theme of Delius's work as a social document-
'anticipation of modern yearning for escape-the "nature-mysticism" that is not
found except in English poets and writers-the anti-Christian "yea-say" of
natural observation . . . including survival-by-strength . . . that seems to follow
nature-mysticism, as in W. H. Hudson, Richard Jefferies, and Henry Williamson.')

Well, however it may have come about, I ordered the book, and realised at
once that something was 'in the wind'. For the very title-page of The Unreturn-
ing Sping bore the following motto:

And every day I, a curious boy, never too
Close, never disturbing them,
Cautiously peering, absorbing, translating.

No reader of these pages, I imagine, needs to have the significance of those
lines spelled out for him. Reading on into Henry Williamson's introduction I
found James Farrar's life story tragically brief in the telling. 'Jim', as he was
known to everyone, was born in October 1923 at Woodford in Essex. His father
had served in the Royal Flying Corps on the Western Front in the First World
War, and it was from him, one imagines, that Jim inherited his passion for the
air. His parents separated when Jim and his brother were quite young, and their
mother brought them up. Jim went to school at Sutton in Surrey, but when
war broke out in 1939 he went to work for some months on a farm at Manaccan
in Cornwall.

He loved farm life and the countryside, became adept both at milking cows
and at lying on his back gazing into the sun, generally somewhere like St
Anthony where he had a view of the sea. All the time he was making what he
called 'recordings on the sound-track of memory'. It was now that he began to
keep a large notebook and to copy poems and prose sketches into it.

April 1940
The first blossoming, as usual, comes very suddenly: one day, it seems,
there is a strangeness in the almond trees, and the next they rise in spires of
pink to the fresh-coloured sky. They stand ovtdazzlinglyalong the road, trees
hitherto never noticed.
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From now on there is alternate rain and strong sunshine, and the grass
grows lush in the mowing-meadows. The voice of the cuckoo,having made
itself noticed, refused to leave me, but at the bottom of the holdings my
attention was removed by a beautiful sight. Bleached telegraph posts spired
up from the new growths of nettles: on the singing wire, above and behind
the untidy elderberries, sat a swallow. It flipped its wings and preened them,
in utter nonchalance of its wanderings from Africa; head and shoulders
gleaming richly and darkly against the sky, it sang and spread its tail. Then it
was gone in a fierce swoop, tumbling and dashing with its mate in the sun:
between the trees, in and among the sties and outhouses: tails flexing, and the
song of summer pouring from their throats.

-and there's a cue for Delius, if ever there was one! Nor, in these early pages,
is this the only hidden reference to the composer who was, as it later emerges,
Jim's all-time favourite. The eponymous hero of the short story, Oldest
Inhabitanl, goes back to the Atlantic on the night tide:

The water gabbled away past his feet: now and then a cluster of twigs would
go past glinting wet, or a streamer of foam. Farther out a great force of
water was swirling solidly downriver. Nightbirds shrieked from the darkness
of the hillsides, and many curlews fluted above the running tide.

Old John was obsessed by the fine speed of it, and stood reeling on the
bank. He began to sing in his weak voice, and a breeze seemed to spring
up, softly moving the branches of the trees until a thin whining came from
them. As he thought of the sea-going waters in the estuary he broke off his
foolish song and sobbed weakly with nostalgia. The water-surge grew louder
in his ears, combining with the whine to drown his voice, while leaves seemed
to be swirling down at him from all directions. Now the sound was like
thunder filling his brain and crushing thought out of existence. He went down
in a pulsing redness which ebbed into null ity.

We'd be put in mind of ,4 Village Romeo and Juliet I fancy, even had the
'oldest inhabitant's' local pub not been named the 'Paradise Garden'. Then we
find some brief random entries in Jim's notebook-one entit led Cuckoo in
Sping, the next-and this is the first time he mentions his hero specifically by
name-The Songs of Delius:

Subtle, intangible. The last chord before despair, but yet never despair.

When he wrote these words Jim was barely 18: yet he had clearly already
divined the yea-saying. life-affirming quality in Delius which many mistake for
morbid self-indulgence. At 18, too, Jim was capable of imagining l ines as lovely

But briefly as in summer dawn we meet
Her beauty in a flood
Burns vagrant through my blood.

But then Jim had what Hertry Will iamson described as 'the divining mind-the
god-like mind'. How Delius would have warmed, not only to Jim'sinsightful ap-
preciation of his own work, but to his poetic apprehension of the world at
larse:
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Only perhaps in music has been written fully the summer evening, whose
glory is in the sun-sweet woodbine spreading fragrance, and the fiery spirit of
the swifts on high as the sky darkens. Much of it is taken secretly to my
heart, and has become inexpressible, beinga part of my existence.It is one of
those matters in which there is not so much thought as intangible feeling.
You say 'honeysuckle'-a word only-and I see ivory virgin lips at dusk, I
smell the fragrance and feel around me the dark secret earth which bears so
many sweet things. Chafers boom among the full-foliaged trees; the western
sky is green and night is in the East. Here I hang between sun and star in the
hour of transition, a calm hopelessness of beauty upon me, like the last
sustained chords of In a Summer Garden, created by Delius, that wracked
egocentric genius who put all of earth's wonder and human sadness into
music.

The last sentence suggests that Jim had been reading Delius as I knew him
So, even more strongly, does the short story Episode in August described by
critic Nigel Nicolson as 'a sketch of wonderful and terrifying originality'. In the
same sun-drenched Summer Garden, a 3-year-old girl tries in vain to induce her
sleeping grandfather to play with her. He can't because he's just died, although
we're never told so in as many words and the child is too young to understand.
None of us, surely, can read Jim's account of the grandfather's physical appear-
ance without experiencing the shock of recognition:

When she had tested these colours several times, grimacing and relaxing, she
turned on her side and sat up to watch her grandfather. He had sat all the
morning in a wheelchair in the middle of the lawn, in an open-necked shirt
with a rug on his knees, a motionless figure against the tall shadowy back-
ground of the house and trees. A brown felt hat gave no shade to his eyes,
as his head was always thrown back in sleep. He seldom moved or spoke, but
sat utterly serene on the lawn as long as the sun shone, which in these days
was always. Every hour or so, at his own request, they turned the chair a
little to keep him facing the sun. His skin was a worn brown, like an old
penny, on arms and forehead, gleaming just a l itt le with sweat;gradually his
beautifully combed beard, and the mane of hair projecting from beneath
the hat, were becoming less rusty-grey and more the colour of mown hay
just before it is turned: a golden whiteness.

He seemed a little frightening to Evelyn, but she was fascinated by his
strange beard and set brown face, and by his long arms lying as if chained
along the arms of the chair, with big hands that looked strong, but drooped
uselessly, like squashed starfish with their thick fingers. .. . . The stretched
ancient throat gleamed in the sunlight: the fingers dangled. The eyelids,
whiter than the rest of the face, remained closed in negatron.

Of course, not all the details tally (e.g. the beard); but this is a novelist's
privilege. The point is that the vital forces of most memorable characters in
fiction are nearly always drawn actually from life. Jim's brother David con-
firmed that he and Jim had borro wed Delius as I knew Him from the library
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when it came out and had taken turns in reading it;since Jim was only about
13 at the time it 's clear that the capacity for'making recordings on the sound-
track of memory' was already singularly well developed.

Jim's immediate literary pedigree embraced poets and nature-writers like
Richard Jefferies, Wilfred Owen and Edward Thomas, but most of all Henry
Williamson, particularly his well-known novel sequence The Flax of Dream,
'which', Jim wrote, 'goes deep into my consciousness, like the dream-music of
Frederick Delius'. When, after Jim's death, Williamson saw some of the work
which his mother had submitted for publication in the literary magazine The
Adelphi, the older man immediately recognised in the younger one of his 'friends

in ancient sunlight' and set about finding out as much about him as he could.
He was touched to the quick to discover in due course that he had been Jim's
idol-had meant in fact as much to him in literature as Delius had in music.
Williamson himself was a Delius-admirer. In a short novel, The Phastan Bird,
the story of a game bird, a hybrid pheasant, set in rural Norfolk in World War II,
Williamson based the character of a young American airman-poet on Jim. The
poet's relationship with an older exiled American farmer clearly reflects the
bond Williamson felt existed between Jim and himself. and is consolidated
when the poet finds the resting-place of the long-sought-after 'Phasian bird'.
Eventually the airman's leave is up and he returns to his operational unit;one
day he notes from the sky 'the remote and tiny outl ine of his friend's farm by
the sea coast six miles below him', and thinks of the invitation he's received
'to spend Christmas Day in the farmhouse, to l ie back in the leather armchair
before a log fire in the open hearth, and hear on the gramophone the music of
Bach, of Delius, of Wagner, of Elgar, of Beethoven and relax, relax, relax. . . .'

That was in 1947 . Three years later The Unreturning Sping was published,
being the poems, sketches, short stories, journals and letters of James Farrar,
collected and edited by Henry Will iamson. It was greeted with astonished
admiration. Reviewers found less raw adolescent promise than a measure of real
and mature achievement, a combination of technical accomplishment and
spiritual percipience which would have been remarkable at any age. Jim's
immense zest and relish for life fired everything. Even the devil-darkness of war
cast few shadows on a world he perceived as indescribably lovely. He had an
infinite capacity for enjoyment, and whatever he applied himself to, he did
well. ( 'What task soe'er be thine, work with a wil l, '  saith the preacher, i.e. in
this case Delius in the second movement of the Requiem.) He shaped his l i fe
early and effortlessly into harmony and balance and meaning, and his personal
credo as voiced in White Paper has a true Delian ring:

I considered my friends, the particular ambitions of some of them, trying to
create a parallel according to my own interests. What I decided was governed
by my long-held opinion that an individual is only justifying himself fully if
he's doing the work towards which he has an inclination, to which he is
best suited. In this way not only is the work done better, but its accomplish-
ment gives rise to the maximum feeling of creative achievement. And I think
that a man is forced to be half-empty if he's forced to spend his waking
energies on what is not, for him, creation. The thought of writerswho must
be clerks, of potential athletes who must be nawies, of clerks who must sell
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matches, is not an inspiring one. I have a friend whose life-interest is bio-
chemistry; and he's an efficient biochemist. He's a whole man, because he's
fulfilled. I am one who loves life, who would create through understanding.
Therefore my true trade shall be as a liver of life, an understander, a con-
ceiver.

-as have his views on religion:
I cannot tolerate the blasphefly, which is to create a white image, and place
it behind the star, and call it God. I cannot accept tolerance of turpitude and
stupidity, which decimates a generation, saying it is ordained: of a society
whose logic is to follow religious inhibition of the body with a denunciation
of harlotry: and of an octopus of wealth, rampant over half the world, which
can go to worship on a chosen day and grasp its salvation, mouthing, 'The

humble and the meek.'
There is no God for me, no idolatry of self-excusal. But I am not blind, nor

without wit: I try to walk in the light, speaking truth, truth which is poison
to some. At times I perceive clearly a spirit behind the sun; and sometimes
the world is no more than earth, and all is illusion.

I do not know whether Christ lived; if he lived he was a genius, and as a
genius was destroyed by the world of men, to whom such greatness seems
distasteful. Now his doctrines are forgotten by the mass of professing
followers.

My belief is of old time, being reborn with myself. Herein, and not here-
after, shall I seek salvation.
In a sense, of course, Jim's swift, sure maturity, l ike Wilfred Owen's and

Sidney Keyes's, wasn't a natural flowering but a forced growth. The war may
have struck him down, but it also turned him in double-quick time from an
amateur writer into a professional. At the age of lTtL he volunteered for the
RAF and was called up soon after his eighteenth birthday. There, in company
with thousands of others, he was posted from one RAF station to another up
and down the country. He soon discovered that keeping in touch with Delius
was no easy matter in the rough-and-tumble of service l ife:

This afternoon I monopolised the wireless in the Squadron Recreation
Room, which normally churns out dance music at all t imes of the day and
night, in order to hear the Delius Violin Concerto in the orchestral concert.
Actually there were very few people there, and I was ensconced right by the
wireless with a determined feeling not to be done out ot it, so just for once I
had my choice! A chap came up after a few minutes and peered at the knobs:
then he said, 'Is this the Forces programme?' and I replied, 'No, the Home
Service,' as if quite unable to understand what he was getting at. Then he
continued, 'This is beginning to get irksome, isn't it?' to which I replied
sweetly, ' Is it?' The poor devil wandered off miserably. Actually with the
high-average-type here we do have several good-music-lovers. Anyway the
music was simply lovely and it was a real tonic to hear it again: it seems to
bring out a different part of oneself. It's definitely the most beautiful violin
concerto I have ever heard. Of course it is specialised like all Delius, that
strange personal poetry with which I just happen to be lucky enough to be in
tune.
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Tuning-in first thing in the morning presented problems too:
I wonder how many civilians how thoughtlessly tune in at their leisure realise
that it can be a bitter and disappointing pitched battle with Fate for some
poor music-loving devils-such as myself. So far out of five Delius Week pro-
grammes I have heard one, but I hope to hear tomorrow's. On the first
morning I put 7.15 on the door and to my intense chagrin the batwoman
turned up at about 9.30. On the second morning I was in bed at dispersal,
but had asked one of the erks to wake me at 7.15. Themessage wentastray
during the night and at 8 a.m. I woke up having had no call. On the third
morning, determined to hear Over the Hills and Far Away, which contains
one of the loveliest passages in all music, I had prepared soundly by chalking
up 7.15 on the early call board-this always works-we use it when we come
on leave. During the night I am told it was seen to have become 8.15, and by
the morning had disappeared altogether. I woke up at five to eight in a state
of extreme madness. The thought of those twenty-five minutes of delicious
pleasure which had siipped past my innocently sleeping head each time
made me wonder if any effort was worth while. On the fourth morning I
actually got a call at the right time and listened in to Appalachia, Sea Drift
and the Bissell gathering up fag-ends with much scrupeting off the ante-room
floor.

A Liverpool Philharmonic concert in November 1942 rejoiced Jim's heart
with the lrmelin prelude and Lo Calinda; and in the same month he made a
memorable musicoJiterary discovery :

After much labour have managed to get a secondhand copy of Flecker's
Hasson, which is out of print. It is grand: dramatic and beautiful, not for-
getting the necessary asset of humour. What a production it must have
been with Delius's music-and to think it was presented fullJength on the
wireless when I had never heard of it, and just listened casually.

Lines of force again't Acquiring what was evidently Album 2 of Beecham's
Delius Society recordings left Jim in no doubt whatever as to where his musical
allegiances lay:

Returning from Clevedon, am filled with contentment: happy with memories
of a beautiful sunny day, early mist over the wooden hills and valleys seen
from Walton Castle, the sea-like expanse of Severn Estuary with lovely
skies over the Welsh hills; of Delius's music-Over the Hills and Far Away,
Fennimore and Gerda, Sea Drift-casting the old spell of beauty and serenity.
Of a fresh spring-like evening with a dusk-blue sky streaked with cirrus, and
in the West tinges of spectrum-colour on the Welsh cumulus. Later a red
smoky sunset out of which the Bristol train approached down gleaming
blood-red rails.

I like to remember the crumbling, bird-haunted ruin of Walton Castle
where it stood sentinel over misty distances of valley and wooden hill.
The sky at that time was grey all over, but brimming with light where the
sun lay concealed. A little light rain fell. Golfers moved over the slopes,
we could hear their voices at a distance. Everything was damp, and sti l l .
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And the records, words cannot do justice to them. Delius it is and shall
be for evermore. My temperament seems so suited to his idiom that to listen
to his music is like hearing myself speak with some borrowed eloquence, self-
expression in another's terms; yet how suited those terms are to what I have
to say.

The morning, the evening, the music were in one mood, which brought
peace into my mind.

As for Out of the Cradle endlessly Rocking, and those so-familiar lines Jim
inscribed on the first page of his copy-book, and transferred thence by Henry
Williamson to the title-page of Spring Retuming-did he encounter it through
the intermediary of Delius? In Johnny Beyond, one of his most powerful short
stories, Jim describes an airman coming round in hospital after a crash landing:

The eyes burning me up, a pulsing blackness thumping me like heavy wings,
I screamed in utter agony, the eyes before me, incandescent, losing purity,
hard and bitter, a man's eyes-larger and larger-then shrinking, shrinking
to a stony vagueness, wings, white wings, Oh, God am I a bloody angel,
white wings, white arms out in the breakers tirelessly tossing, tirelessly
tossing, that's Whitman, what the hell's Whitman to do with it. White wings
shrinking, no angel, there's RAF in the middle of the, that's not angelic.
Waves ebbing, I'm stranded, with a singing in my ears in a white peace.
There's Phil bending over me. I wish he'd take those cursed wings off. A
small clean hospital room, flowers and a gorgeous nurse moving round. Now
she has gone and the door is closed. Smell of death disguised in antiseptics.
'Hullo, Phil, how's life?' I am told that when I came round I was yelling,
'Christ, what's this, have I jumped off the train?'.

Towards the dawn of 26 July 1944 the Mosquito aircraft being navigated by
James Farrar over the English Channel twenty-five miles north-east of Margate
at seven thousand feet ceased to show in the radar screen at Operational HQ.
Nobody knows exactly what happened: most probably the aircraft had gone in
too close to the attack of the flying bomb it had been ordered to intercept and
destroy. That morning Mrs Farrar received her last letter from Jim (posted two
days earlier) which ended with the words: 'I hope to God I have a peacetime for
my children.' The body of Jim's pilot was later recovered from the sea; Jim's
own never was. 'We live by death's negligence,' he'd earlier written. 'Perhaps a
tenth of my generation will be a part of foreign earth, or dumb things that the
tides push.'

Jim's favourite composer, of course, had been dead those ten years; yet
in a sense he'd already written Jim's epitaph. In l9l5,inthe midst of anearlier
holocaust that had engulfed the finest young men of a generation, he'd com-
pleted his Requiem, dedicating it 'to the memory of all young artists fallen in the
war'. Jim can't have known it since it was performed only once, in 1922, and
'killed by the Christians' (Ernest Newman to Felix Aprahamian). Yet it's
exactly the kind of 'In Memoriam' that Jim would have wanted-not a hymn of
mourning for the dead, but a paean to life and the living, the green goodness
of the earth, the lovely spirit abiding in men's hearts. The finale blesses the
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eternally renewing power of springtime, of 'spring returning'. 'Everything on
earth will return again . springtime, new springtime, spring!' Or as the
l8-year-old James Farrar had put it in the second of his Two Songs of
Autumn:

A caravan comes up the lane: old horse cringing
Like o tired insect in its slow grief.

A caravan comes up the lane: old horse cringing
Uke a tired insect in its slow grief.
Bleached painted sides, lean leather gypsy driving:
Old woman and blind son with bitter mouths curled.
Yet the lean one turns with lit face;his voice peals
'Bound away north. Back in spring, in spring!'
Thralled, I watch them away under the hills
In the tunnel of darkness, the dying world.

Break fibre, rise and fly leaf!
Rise, in the wind's lusting mouth sing-
Soar and shout, to the faint stars away!
I care not that night comes cold or the dead sun
Droops on the earth in the short weak day-
Back in Spring, in Spring!

(Adapted from a BBC Radio 4 feature, Spring Returning, written and presented
by Christopher Palmer, first broadcast 8 May 1983. The author would like to
take this opportunity of acknowledging the help he has received from James
Farrar's family and friends, particularly his mother, Mrs Margaret Farrar, and his
brother David.)

A NOTE ON HENRY WILLIAMSON

As we have seen, the two major influences on James Farrar were Frederick
Delius and Henry Williamson; to him each in theii own way expressed 'the

song of Nature, the voices of the earth'. Henry Williamson too was deeply moved
by and in accord with the spirit of Delius's music. In 1920 he was present at one
of the earliest, if not the first, performances of ,4 Village Romeo and Juliet;
' . . . silver to Tristan's gold', he wrote afterwards. (Tistan was his favourite
opera). Captivated, he grew to love many other works and his tributes to the
'immortal music of genius', as he called it, occur in a number of his books.

The Henry Williamson Society now exists to 'encourage by all appropriate
means, a wider readership and understanding of the literary heritage left to us
by the major Twentieth Century English writer . . .' Details of the Society are
available from: The Membership Secretary, 'Longclose', I-angtree, Torrington,
N Devon. Tel: (080 55) 200.

John Homan, General Secretary
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LESLIE HEWARD: A DELIUS CHAMPION

by Lyndon Jenkins

'Delius wrote more beautiful things than anyone alive'. . . .

Any musician, especially a conductor, who could put his name to such a
sentence is deserving, you may think, of the interest of Delius lovers despite
the fact of it being forty years since he died. Leslie Heward, moreover, was
no ordinary conductor, as the average listener with half an ear can tell from
his records of the Moeran Symphony; in Sir Adrian Boult's words'there was
no one to touch him at that time', and Walter I*99", the great gramophone
impresario, thought hirn 'musically speahng, the most satisfying conductor
this country has produced since Beecham'.

His career was cruelly short, because when he was conducting in South
Africa in 1924-27 he contracted tuberculosis which, despite all efforts at a
cure, slowly sapped his strength to a point where during his last years when
his star was really in the ascendant, he was gravely ill no less than four times.
What career he had was spent largely with the City of Birmingham Orchestra,
as it was then called, after Adrian Boult left to go the the BBC in 1930; he
was then 33 and he gave Birmingham a magnificent series of concerts and
conducted for all the great soloists of the time: Schnabel, Rubinstein, Suggia,
Petri, Adolf Busch-even Bartok came to play one of his piano concertos. And
for five years he gave a series of weekly BBC studio concerts with the BBC
Midland Orchestra (virtually the same players) of largely new or untried
music with scarcely a repeated work.

The orchestra that he took over was no stranger to Delius's music and
neither was the Birmingham audience. It had not been so very long, after all,
since the composer himself had sat in the Town Hall to hear Sea Dift, and
in the years afterwards Beecham had seen to it that the City got its fair share
of Delius when he guest-conducted the orchestra that did duty prior to the
CBO's founding in 1920. During his six years Boult had conducted all three
string concertos for the Harrison sisters Beatrice, Margaret and May, and had
included other pieces as well. To a certain extent, therefore, there might even
be thought to have been something of a Delius tradition in the city, but the
interesting thing to my mind is that Heward programmed these pieces not as
novelties but as repertory works. Nonetheless, if you bear in mind that there
were only eight concerts in the main series each season, his achievement takes
on a considerable dimension, even to the extent of giving 1933 a'bumper'
look: Pais, the Piano Concerto (soloist John Brennan), and In a Summer
Garden (conducted by Hamilton Harty) were all heard in the one season;the
previous year he had introduced North Country Sketches.

Perhaps 1933 overdid things somewhat, though, because only Summer
Night on the River appears in 1934. 1935 however, yields both Bngg Fair and
the Double Concerto (soloists Paul Beard and Anthony Pini) in addition to
Pais being given again,, this time by Beecham. Of outstanding interest, too, is
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as it was then called, after Adrian Boult left to go the the BBC in 1930; he
was then 33 and he gave Birmingham a magnificent series of concerts and
conducted for all the great soloists of the time: Schnabel, Rubinstein, Suggia,
Petri, Adolf Busch-even Bartok came to play one of his piano concertos. And
for five years he gave a series of weekly BBC studio concerts with the BBC
Midland Orchestra (virtually the same players) of largely new or untried
music with scarcely a repeated work.

The orchestra that he took over was no stranger to Delius's music and
neither was the Birmingham audience. It had not been so very long, after all,
since the composer himself had sat in the Town Hall to hear Sea Drift, and
in the years afterwards Beecham had seen to it that the City got its fair share
of Delius when he guest-conducted the orchestra that did duty prior to the
CBO's founding in 1920. During his six years Boult had conducted all three
string concertos for the Harrison sisters Beiltrice, Margaret and May, and had
included other pieces as well. To a certain extent, therefore, there might even
be thought to have been something of a Delius tradition in the city, but the
interesting thing to my mind is that Heward programmed these pieces not as
novelties but as repertory works. Nonetheless, if you bear in mind that there
were only eight concerts in the main series each season, his achievement takes
on a considerable dimension, even to the extent of giving 1933 a 'bumper'
look: Paris, the Piano Concerto (soloist John Brennan), and In a Summer
Garden (conducted by Hamilton Harty) were all heard in the one season; the
previous year he had introduced North Country Sketches.

Perhaps 1933 overdid things somewhat, though, because only Summer
Night on the River appears in 1934. 1935 however, yields both Brigg Fair and
the Double Concerto (soloists Paul Beard and Anthony Pini) in addition to
Paris being given again,. this time by Beecham. Of outstanding interest, .too, is
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an all-Delius concert conducted by Heward's deputy, Harold Gray, consisting

of Sea Drift, the Piano Concerto (soloist Ivan Cousins), ̂In a Summer Garden

and Songs of Farewelt (then only three years old, of course). Succeeding

seasons show equal devotion: Sea Drift and the Piano Concerto again

(Manchester's R. J. Forbes the soloist this time), and Brigg Fair, both in

Birmingham and with the BBC Symphony Orchestra.
Nor were the miniatures neglected: the First Cuckoo turns up ten times

during these Birmingham years, sometimes alone but often with its compan-

ion Summer Night on the River, and also A Song before Sunise. The Cuckoo

even won a place by popular vote in the Plebiscite Concerts two years

running, the only 'novelty' among predictable fare such as the Nutcrocker

Suite, Grieg's Piano Concerto and the Unfinished Symphony. There were

also three performances of Theltalk to the Paradise Garden between 1930-33'

each time in Keith Douglas's arrangement, but since this was not published

until 1934 | imagine that Heward and the Orchestra used manuscript material

to play from. And in 1939 he was quick to seize on the Two Aquarelles in

Erii Fenby's arrangement for strings which had been brought out the previous
year.

By lg41 Heward was conducting the Hall6, l.ondon Philharmonic and BBC

Symphony orchestras as much as his own, and after his success with the

Mori.n Symphony premidre for the Royal Philharmonic Society he began to

appear more regularly in l,ondon. For the RPS he conducted the dying

Fiuity" concert in February l94l which included Delius's Violin Concerto

(with Albert Sammons) and later the same year gave In a Summer Garden on

his own account. This he was asked to repeat the following season, but by

that time his own final illness was making his appearances uncertain and in

the event his mentor Boult had to take over the whole concert (which he did

virtually unaltered, of course, always a point of principle with him).

At this time Heward was expecting to become the Hall6's conductor and

indeed resigned from Birmingham preparatory to going to Manchester.

He had shired the rostrum there with Malcolm Sargent during I94l'2,

and although his wartime programmes with an orchestra that was not his own

were understandably less adventurous, he broke new ground with the Dance

Rhapsody No 2. The season 194243 was to have been his last in Birmingham,

but 
-alreidy 

his precarious health was forcing him to cancel concerts with

increasing ir.qr.n.y: one he missed was on February 2l,at which he would

have accompanied Clifford Curzon in the Piano Concerto.

Afterwards, the end of an all-too-short career of great achievement but

even greater promise followed quite quickiy: that same February he made his

last Hall6 upprurunre, but was too ill to conduct his farewell Birmingham

concert in the April: and on 3 May, aged 46,he died. Memorial concerts were

conducted by Boult in Birmingham and Sargent in Manchester where, in the

audience, was John Barbiroll i , who next morning took his first rehearsal as

the Hall6's new conductor.
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an all-Delius concert conducted by Heward's deputy, Harold Gray, consisting
of Sea Drift, the Piano Concerto (soloist Ivan Cousins), In a Summer Garden
and Songs of Farewell (then only three years old, of course). Succeeding
seasons show equal devotion: Sea Drift and the Piano Concerto again
(Manchester's R. J. Forbes the soloist this time), and Brigg Fair, both in
Birmingham and with the BBC Symphony Orchestra.

Nor were the miniatures neglected: the First Cuckoo turns up ten times
during these Birmingham years, sometimes alone but often with its compan
ion Summer Night on the River, and also A Song before Sunn·se. The Cuckoo
even won a place by popular vote in the Plebiscite Concerts two years
running, the -only 'novelty' among predictable fare such as the Nutcracker
Suite, Gfieg's Piano Concerto and the Unfinished Symphony. There were
also three performances of The Walk to the Paradise Garden between 1930-33,
each time in Keith Douglas's arrangement, but since this was not published
until 1934 I imagine that Heward and the Orchestra used manuscript material
to play from. And in 1939 he was quick to seize on the Two Aquarelles in
Eric Fenby's arrangement for strings which had been brought out the previous
year.

By 1940 Heward was conducting the Halle, London Philharmonic and BBC
Symphony orchestras as much as his own, and after his success with the
Moeran Symphony premiere for the Royal Philharmonic Society he began to
appear more regularly in London. For the RPS he conducted the dying
Harty's concert in February 1941 which included Delius's Violin Concerto
(with Albert Sammons) and later the same year gave In a Summer Garden on
his own account. This he was asked to repeat the following season, but by
that time his own final illness was making his appearances uncertain and in
the event his mentor Boult had to take over the whole concert (which he did
virtually unaltered, of course, always a point of principle with him).

At this time Heward was expecting to become the Halle's conductor and
indeed resigned from Birmingham preparatory to going to Manchester.
He had shared the rostrum there with Malcolm Sargent during 1941-2,
and although his wartime programmes with an orchestra that was not his own
were understandably less adventurous, he broke new ground with the Dance
Rhapsody No 2. The season 1942-43 was to have been his last in Birmingham,
but already his precarious health was forcing him to cancel concerts with
increasing frequency: one he missed was on February 21, at which he would
have accompanied Clifford Curzon in the Piano Concerto.

Afterwards, the end of an all-too-short career of great achievement but
even greater promise followed quite quickly: that same February he made his
last Halle appearance, but was too ill to conduct his farewell Birmingham
concert in the April: and on 3 May, aged 46, he died. Memorial concerts were
conducted by Boult in Birmingham and Sargent in Manchester where, in the
audience, was John Barbirolli, who next morning took his first rehearsal as
the Halle's new conductor.
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Fennimore and Gerda
at the Edinburgh Festival

CAST (in order of appearance)

Niels .
F e n n i m o r e  . . : : : : : : : : : : : : . . . . .
Erik. .
Consul Claudi
FrauClaudi  . .  .
Offstage Voice.
A Lady
Spor{sman
Town Councillor
Tutor
Distiller.
Maid .
Li la. .
Ingrid.
Marit .
Gerda.
Skinnerup

stage director .
film, projections and sets. .
costume designer
lighting designer.
Wig and make-up designer

Dates of Performance: September 8 and 10, 1983

The sets, costumes and stage properties for this production were made possible by a
generous gift from Mrs Leif J. Sverdrup and Mr Johan N. Sverdrup. Additional funding for
the production was provided by the Delius Trust which also assisted with the technical
adaptation of the stage of the King's Theatre, Edinburgh.
Production for the Opera Theatre of St. Louis conceived by Frank Corsaro and Ronald
Chase. Performed without an interval. The Scottish Chamber Orchestra (leader John
Tunnell) conducted by Cfuistopher Keene.

Despite the coolness displayed towards it, not just by critics out of sympathy
with Delius's music in general but even by some of those, including Sir Thomas
Beecham, whose devotion to his music cannot be questioned, and despite some
personal doubts about the appropriateness of the Gerda episode, I have long
believed that in Fennimore ond Gerda we have not only a masterly score, but
also a great masterpiece struggling to emerge to public view. Having read in the
Delius Society Journal and elsewhere enthusiastic reports about the Saint lnuis
Opera Theatre's production of the work, I went to Edinburgh expecting to be
bowled over. It would be wrong of me to deny that, while enjoying the music, I
came away disappointed. The masterpiece had not yet appeared. Indeed the spell
cast by the music was continually being broken by the extraneous business pro-
vided by the slides and fi lms projected onto the too-obtrusive gauze, by the
mimes, and by the sound effects.

. . .Stephen Dickson

. - Kathryn Bouleyn

. . .  Dav idBanks ton

.  . . .Danie lSul l ivan
.Gayle Greene
John Ia Pierre

. . . KerryMcCarthy

. . Gordon Holleman
. .Paul Kilmer

. James Daniel Frost
Daniel Sullivan
Brenda Everett
. Dayne Renz

. . .Dorothy Rhodes
Brenda Everett

. Katfuyn Gamberoni
. .Paul Kilmer

. . Frank Corsaro
.Ronald Chase

. .Ronald Chase
. .Peter Kaczorowski

. . . P a u l A l b a
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Fennimore and Gerda
at the Edinburgh Festival

CAST (in order of appearance)

Niels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Stephen Dickson
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Consul Claudi Daniel Sullivan
Frau Claudi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Gayle Greene
Offstage Voice John La Pierre
A Lady. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kerry McCarthy
Sportsman. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gordon Holleman
Town Councillor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Paul Kilmer
Tutor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . James Daniel Frost
Distiller Daniel Sullivan
Maid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brenda Everett
Lila. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dayne Renz
Ingrid. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dorothy Rhodes
Marit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brenda Everett
Gerda Kathryn Gamberoni
Skinnerup Paul Kilmer

stage director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frank Corsaro
fIlm, projections and sets Ronald Chase
costume designer Ronald Chase
lighting designer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Peter Kaczorowski
Wig and make-up designer Paul Alba

Dates of Performance: September 8 and 10, 1983

The sets, costumes and stage properties for this production were made possible by a
generous gift from Mrs Leif J. Sverdrup and Mr Johan N. Sverdrup. Additional funding for
the production was provided by the Delius Trust which also assisted with the technical
adaptation of the stage of the King's Theatre, Edinburgh.
Production for the Opera Theatre of St. Louis conceived by Frank Corsaro and Ronald
Chase. Performed without an interval. The Scottish Chamber Orchestra (leader John
Tunnell) conducted by Christopher Keene.

Despite the coolness displayed towards it, not just by critics out of sympathy
with Delius's music in general but even by some of those, including Sir Thomas
Beecham, whose devotion to his music cannot be questioned, and despite some
personal doubts about the appropriateness of the Gerda episode, I have long
believed that in Fennimore and Gerda we have not only a masterly score, but
also a great masterpiece struggling to emerge to public view. Having read in the
Delius Society Journal and elsewhere enthusiastic reports about the Saint Louis
Opera Theatre's production of the work, I went to Edinburgh expecting to be
bowled over. It would be wrong of me to deny that, while enjoying the music, I
came away disappointed. The masterpiece had not yet appeared. Indeed the spell
cast by the music was continually being broken by the extraneous business pro
vided by the slides and films projected onto the too-obtrusive gauze, by the
mimes, and by the sound effects.
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The somewhat restrained applause which greeted the final curtain, and which
became more enthusiastic only on the appearance of the principals and conduc-
tor, seemed to confirm my own rather mixed feelings. Musically the perform-
ance of the participants, and in particular of the orchestra and the leading
singers, was always sensitive and frequently very moving. On the other hand I
found myself becoming increasingly uneasy about the production, especially
its extra-musical insertions (not extra music-in contradiction of one report
on the American premidre of this production, there was no additional music
inserted between the scenes; indeed we were actually deprived of the final
fortissimo C major chord).

There were few blemishes in the orchestral playing. Here and there there
was a little hesitancy, sometimes the sound was rather blaring and one missed
what was sung by the minor characters-for example, I did not hear a word
of Councillor Skinnerup's brief solo at the end of Scene I I : but on the whole the
Scottish Chamber Orchestra acquitted itself well in what must, to most of its
members, have been an unfamiliar score, and avoided the tedium which can re-
sult from an unsympathetic interpretation of this particular work-the music
frequently reflects tedium, but rightly played, as it was here, should not induce
it in the listener. Christopher Keene revealed himself a perceptive interpreter of
this extremely subtle partition.

Of the singers, as well as being a very beautiful Fennimore, Kathryn
Bouleyn was outstanding for the way in which she brought out the complicated
nature of the character. Her voice was not always strong in the lower registers,
but apart from this, hers was a very musical as well as a highly intelligent inter-
pretation of the role. The contrasting natures of her two lovers, Niels and Erik,
were excellently drawn by Stephen Dickson and David Bankston respectively.
This was vitally important, for, if the audience is not to become bored by what
may appear superficially to be a rather sterile conversation piece, it must appre-
ciate that it is Erik's elemental virility that still attracts Fennimore and ties
her to him, even during her affair with Niels, and finally, and ironically through
Erik's violent death, leads to her rejection of Niels. One could well understand
-and this is a tribute to both actors-why the restless Fennimore chose the red-
blooded Erik in preference to the rather pallid Niels. The fourth principal singer,
Kathryn Gamberoni, sang sweetly as the innocent and unspoiled young Gerda,
and thus provided in her short appearance the necessary contrast to the neurotic
Fennimore. The minor roles were sung tunefully, even if the words were not
always articulated clearly. Some of the acting, as opposed to the singing,
seemed a little amateurish, but it may well be that this fault, if fault it were,
should be attributed to the direction rather than to the cast. Niels in parti-
cular seemed rather wooden at times, his actions stylised, but this may have
been intentional, to help explain Fennimore's preference for Erik.

The text, which according to the programme was Philip Heseltine's trans-
lation from the German, contained not a few departures from that translation,
at least as it appears in the Boosey and Hawkes study score. Some of these
changes were trivial, others even an improvement on Heseltine, if less accurate as
translations. 'Happy together', for example, at the end of Scene 2, sounds less
artificial than 'Wondrous fulfilment', and 'I must give up Niels for ever' is
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preferable to 'Al1 is now at an end 'twixt Niels and me' (Scene 8); while
'You've had quite a long journey' may have been substituted 'in the interests
of hygiene and the comfort and convenience of other passengers', as
Edinburgh's buses have it, for 'Have a cigar, old man' at the end of Scene 3.
But was it really necessary, in Scene l, to have Erik messing about with slides
throughout Niels' and Fennimore's conversation, and then singing 'There's

no more to show you' (they hadn't been looking, in any case!) instead of
'There'll soon be a downpour'. It was even more questionable to replace Erik's
consoling 'I'll be back before long' by 'Don't wait up for me', sung anything
but consolingly (Scene 5).

Not only was the text changed, but, as the presence of Erik throughout
Scene 1 illustrates, so were the stage directions, occasionally contradicting
the scene by scene summary of the plot printed in the programme. Some of
the changes were helpful, especially in the case of the telling contrast
between Niels' covering of the sleeping Fennimore with a blanket or rug at the
end of Scene 5, and Fennimore's drawing back from performing the same
action for her drunken husband, carried home by his friends, at the end of the
next scene. On the other hand, it was unrealistic to have Fennimore mooching
about during the long discussion between Niels and Erik in Scene 4. Surely Erik
would not have unburdened himself in the same way in her presence.

The most controversial aspects of this production, as I have already indicated,
were the use throughout the opera of a gauze at the front of the stage, separating
audience from singers, and the introduction of pictures and mimed actions
during the interludes between scenes, whether or not Delius had provided
music for these interludes. The production at Edinburgh may have suffered
because of the inadequacies of the theatre which, earlier in the festival, had been
strongly criticised in the English press. I do not know. Nor do I know whether
the projections were seen to greater advantage from the more expensive seats,
though I doubt it, for my main criticism is that, beautiful as some of them
undoubtedly were, the pictures were in many instances too obtrusive and
too large, culminating, during the interlude between the Fennimore and
Gerda episodes, in the projection of a gigantic bird (being no ornithologist
I could not identify it) which, after pecking away at something, finally moved
off. Even with slides and films, the passing of the seasons could have been repre-
sented more delicately and more subtly than this. Again, was there any need to
portray the ripples of water during the second scene in such a way that the char-
acters, viewed actually through the ripples, 'not waving but drowning', began
to look l ike the Rhinemaidens, when the music itself portrays the water so
marvellously? The use of sound-a rather distorted storm (at the beginning),
bells and screeching seabirds-was, at this performance, an additional
distraction rather than the aid that it was no doubt intended to be.

The mimed scenes were of mixed value. Some no doubt helped those of the
audience unfamiliar with Jacobsen's novel to follow the story line-for example,
the brief allusion to Erik's courtship and wedding, and later the indications of
Erik's increasingly boorish attitude to Fennimore (though this is not indicated in
the novel). I was rather startled, however, by the suggestion, again not hinted at
anywhere in Jacobsen, that one reason for their estrangement was Fennimore's
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refusal to pose in the altogether for her husband! Sometimes the mimes were an
intrusion-a noisy one during the first interlude, when Erik, out for a walk with
Niels and Fennimore, burst out laughing against the background of the glorious
music which leads from the first to the second picture. Sometimes they were
wrongheaded, as, for example, when Erik, who disappears after Scene 6 in
Delius's score, was shown in despair at the start of Scene 8, at a time when the
music was thematically referring to the love between Fennimore and Niels, and
clearly intended to portray Fennimore's ecstatic awaiting of her lover, unsus-
pected by Erik.

All of which might give the impression that I had a thoroughly miserable
evening at Edinburgh, in keeping with the rainswept day which had preceded it.
This would be quite untrue. The perforrpance was musically most professional
and very enjoyable-a feast for the ears; and although I was not bowled over by
the production, I was fascinated to see how Messrs Corsaro and Chase had set
about the task of rendering acceptable to a wider audience a work which hither-
to had usually been dismissed as being dramatically non-viable and having only
a minority appeal. If I found myself questioning this particular interpretation, it
was not because of its conception, which was courageous and imaginative, but
rather because of the execution of this conception. Given a more skilful and less
obtrusive use of film, slide and background noise, and a rnore restricted use of
the gavze, which surely did not need to be quite so constant a presence, the
methods used could still enhance the music rather than detract from it. A re-
thought and more subdued version of the Corsaro-Chase conception might still
al low that masterpiece to emerge.

Gordon l,ovgreen.

WHAT THE CRITICS WROTE . . .

The obscure, portentous story (after J. P. Jacobsen, rendered into wooden
English by Phil ip Heseltine), the embarrassing emotional writhings of the
characters, the lack of any fanril iar Delian genius in the prosaic word-setting or
in the nondescript interludes, alienated one's sympathy for the novelty of
Delius's conception, the novelty of the St Louis enterprise in realising it . . . and
the novelty of Corsaro's production: Ronald Chase's luscious fi lm projection of
natural scenes enclosed the action in a kind of operatic equivalent to the soft-
porn evocations of David Harnilton's photography. Perhaps a better way to
redeem the opera would have been through an utterly simple, f lat and stringent
presentat ion,  compensat ing on stage for the haze and languor of  the score.  That
way at  least  the piece would have been proper ly made or broken. As i t  was, the
opera rernained merely an anonraly, and good playing and good singing . . .
seerned irrelevant to the case.

(P. W. D., The Daily Telegraph, September 10)

In declaring Delius to have possessed scanty talent for opera and a poor sense of
theatre, Ernest Newman is usually deemed to have been too severe. The crit icism,
as people adnrit, nray be true of Koango, but what of Fennimore and Gerda? The
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WHAT THE CRITICS WROTE ...
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opera remained merely an anomaly, and good playing and good singing ...
seemed irrelevant to the case.

(P. W. D., The Daily Telegraph, September 10)
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as people admit, may be true of Koanga, but what of Fennimore and Gerda? The
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question, alas, was answered at the King's Theatre last night by the Opera
Theatre of St lnuis, who clearly don't consider Fennimore ond Gerda to be an
opera at all. What they do consider it to be is hard to say. In the Festival pro-
gramme-book the stage director, Frank Corsaro, describes it as 'sort of Nordic
Jules and Jim without the humour', which sounds unpromising. At any rate, on
the evidence of his production, he has carried to obsessive lengths the idea of
Fennimore and Gerda as a sort of fin-de-slEcle On Golden Pond. . . Close-ups of
trees remind us of the changing seasons, something we would expect Delius's
music (whatever else it cannot do) to do perfectly well by itself. The result,
irrelevantly, begins to look more like the pages of Amateur Photographer than
an opera production. Things get even more distracting when the images spring to
life, and we see (and hear) rain falling, or watch Fennimore's fingers, vastly
magnified, signing her name. Such a display of classy kitsch, one fears, does not
disguise the cracks in Delius's score but draws attention to the short-winded-
ness"of the music, as one passage after another is eked out to beyond its natural
length with the help of sound effects and visual interludes. As a work, and as a
production, it fails to hang satisfactorily together . The best of the perform-

11r...ttm 
in Christopher Keene's conducting of the Scottish Chamber Orchestra

(Conrad Wilson, The Scotsman, September 9)

Delius's last opera Fennimore and Gerdo . . . must have come as a great disap-
pointment to those familiar with.4 Village Romeo and Jultet, for neither music-
rlly nor dramatically is it in the same class. Why the much acclaimed Opera
Iheatre of St l,ouis should have brought this slight piece to the Festival is some-
thing of a mystery . . . The production by Frank Corsaro and Ronald Chase
tends to accentuate the opera's shortcomings by putting the action behind a
gauze, on to which projections, some of them very much of the home movie
type, appear almost continually. This device is also used to l ink some of the
scenes, when music is replaced by sound effects, such as church bells and the
cries of gulls. The first t ime this happens the opera is effectively brought to a
lengthy standsti l l  '  '  '  

(Malcolm Rayment, Grasgow Herard,september 9)

The recommendation is qualif ied, but Delius-lovers should think very seriously
about going to see Fennimore and Gerdo at the Edinburgh Festival. Whatever
they think of the St Louis production, they should enjoy a truthful and impas-
sioned account of a score which is rarely heard. As for the visual aspect, the
producer Frank Corsaro and his designer Ronald Chase certainly have the right
idea in matching Delius's music with natural imagery. The trouble is they go too
far, extending their use of slides of lakes and forests beyond the i l lumination of
the score to the creation of whole interludes of photography accompanied only
by birdsong or sounds of the wind and the sea. But rather this than any attempt
to modernise Delius into geometry . . . Obviously, Delius was no feminist, but he
loved and, indeed, worshipped nature. This essential aspect of his creativity is
brought out rnost vividly in Christopher Keene's conducting and in the idiomatic
playing of the Scottish Chamber Orchestra.

(Gerald [.arner. The Guardian, Septernber l0)
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Correspondence

From: Raymond Bantock, South Kensington, I-ondon
I have just received the October issue of The Delius Society Journal which is
largely devoted to my father and his music, and I hasten to congratulate you
with all my heart on the scholarly way it has been produced and on the gieat
interest and excellence of its contents.

From Sir Thomas Armstrong, Newton Blossomville, Bedford

: . . I was greatly interested in your article about Bantock , and very glad you
had done it. He was such a generous. open-hearted man, and wrote, eipeciitty
among his shorter pieces, some beautiful music. . .

From Keith Marvin, New York
I'd like to congratulate you on an excellent issue of The Delius Society Journal
(October '83). I was especially interested in the material which rang such other
contemporary composers into the game, such as Boughton, Holbrooke, Holst,
Brian, Scott, Goossens et al. This was a rather important cadre to British music
and a good deal of it is of the utmost importance in the larger and longer range of
things . . . I wanted to write and say how much I enjoyed that issue.

Forthcoming Events

Sunday 29th January at 3 p... Philadelphia, USA
Philadelphia Branch of the Delius Society: a showing of the two films 'Song of
Summer' and 'Song of Farewell' in the auditorium of the Graduate Hospital,
l9th & South Streets, Philadelphia.

Tuesday 7th February at 7.30 p.m. st John's, smith square, London
hslie Head conducts the Kensington Symphony Orchestra in the world
premiere public performance of Delius's melodrama Paa Vidderne (Ibsen) in an
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English translation prepared by Lionel Carley. Speaker to be announced. The
concert also includes the premiEre of Bax's On the Seashore (from Deirdre\,
Harty's Violin Concerto and Britten's Prince of the Pagodas Suite.

Friday 10th Februuy at 7.45 p.m. Barbican Hall, London
Vernon Handley conducts the LPO in Detus's First Cuckoo and Summer Night
on the River as part of a Sir Thomas Beecham Commemorative concert. Also
works by Vaughan Williams, Mozart, Rimsky-Korsakov and Dvorak (Symphony
No 8).

Thursday 23rd February at 7 p.m. BMIC, 10 Stratford Place, Iondon Wl
Delius Society meeting: a piano recital by Robert Threlfall of works by Delius
and Elgar, including the Delius piano transcriptions in the new album from
Thames Publishing.

Tuesday 28th February BBC Radio Three
First broadcast of Delius's eariy Suite for Violin and Orchestra, performed by
Ralph Holmes and the BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra conducted by Vernon
Handley. Members are advised to confirm this with Radio Times.

Tuesday 28th February at 7 .45 p.m. Barbican Hall, l.ondon
Richard Hickox conducts the London Symphony Orchestra and Chorus in
Delius's Songs of Sunset and Berkeley's Or sholl We Die? Soloists Heather
Harper, Eiddwen Harrhy and David Wilson-Johnson.

Friday 2nd March at 7.30 p.m. Royal Concert Hall, Nottingham
Delius's The Walk to the Paradise Garden and Violin Concerto (soloist Manoug
Parikian) and Holst's suite The Planefs. Norman Del Mar conducts the RPO.

Wednesday 7th-Saturday 1Oth March 1984 Delius Festival, Florida, USA
March 7th 12 noon. Woman's Club of Jacksonville. bcture by Uta von

Delius of Bielefeld, West Germany.
March 8th 10.30 a.m. Jacksonville University. kcture by Lionel Carley.

3.00 p.m. Jacksonville University. The Delius Composition
Contest Concert.

March 9th I 1.00 a.m. Friday Musicale Auditorium. Concert of choral and
vocal music by Delius, Elgar and Holst.
2.30 p.m. Haydon Burns Library Auditorium. Showing of Ken
Russell's film 'Song of Summer'.

March 1Oth 10.30 a.m. Pilgrimage to Solano Grove.
8.00 p.m. Florida Theatre. Concert by Jacksonville Symphony
Orchestra to include Grieg's Piano Concerto and movements
from the Floida Suite which Delius dedicated to the people
of Florida.

Monday l2th-Sunday l8th March British Music Week, University of Keele
March l2th 8.00p.m. Victoria Hall, Hanley, Delius's BriSS Fair and works

by Havergal Brian, Vaughan Williams, Holst and Elgar played by
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the BBC Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Nicholas
Braithwaite as part also of the Stoke and Newcastle Festival.

March 13th 8.00 p.m. University Chapel. BBC Northern Singers, conductor
Stephen Wilkinson, present a programme of English part-songs,
including Delius's On Craig Ddu andMidsummer Song.

March 17th 11.00 a.m. Walter Moberly Hall Music Room. 'Elgar, Holst and
Delius-5O years on': a Festival Music Forum with Michael
Kennedy, John Warrack and Eric Fenby.

(Artistic Director, Philip Jones. The above brief listing only concerns events
with Delius items. For full details apply to the Secretary, Brian Rawlings
University of Keele, Staffs ST5 5BG.)

Friday 16th March at 7.30 p.m. University Centre, Northampton
'The Songs of Elgar, Delius and Holst': a lecture recital presented by David
Wilson-Johnson (baritone) and Trevor Hold (piano). Fee f,2. Leaflet with full
details and enrolment form available from University Centre, Barrack Road,
Northampton. Enclose s.a.e.

Tuesday 20th March at I p.m. Bishopsgate, [.ondonEC2
Lunch-time recital given by Ralph Holmes and Eric Fenby, including Delius's
Violin Sonatas Nos 2 & 3.

Tuesday 20th March at 7 p.m. BMIC, l0 Stratford Place, London Wl
Delius Society meeting: 'In a Summer Garden'prosented by Barry lliffe.

Saturday 24thMarch at 7.30p.m. St John's, Smith Square, Inndon
World premie-re public performance of Delius's Suite for Violin and Orchestra
with soloist Ralph Holmes and the Young Musicians Symphony Orchestra con-
ducted by James Blair.

Monday 26th March Fairfield Halls, Croydon
James Gaddarn conducts Delius's A Moss of Life. For further details ring the
Box Office, 0l -688 9291.

Tuesday 2TthMarch County Rooms, lricester
A meeting of the Midlands Branch of the Elgar Society: Christopher Redwood
talking on 'Delius and Elgar'. Delius Society members are welcome. Further
details from the speaker, Nottingham 812967 .

Saturday I 7th-Saturday 3l st March Camden Festival
Wednesday 28th, Friday 30th, Saturday 31st March at 7.30 p.m.
British stage premiEre of Delius's Margot La Rouge presented by Park Lane
Opera in a double-bill with Charles Lecocq's Doctor Miracle at the Blooms-
bury Theatre, 15 Gordon Street, l.ondon WCl . Booking opens 30th January
at the Festival Box Office, St Pancras Library and Shaw Theatre, 100 Euston
Road, l .ondon NWl.  Tel :  0 l -388 7727 .
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An exhibition to mark the 50th anniversary of Delius's death will be on show
from lOth March until 14th April at Swiss Cottage Library, 88 Avenue Road,
London NW3 (Mon-Thurs 9.30-8.00, Fri 9.30-6.00, Sat 9.30-5.00). It is
hoped that this exhibition, presented by the London Borough of Camden
in association with the Delius Trust, will be at the Cheltenham Festival in
July and the Bradford Delius Festival in October.

Thursday 29thMarch at 7.30 p.m. Roval Festival Hall. London
Andrew Davis conducts the Philharmonia Orchestra in Delius's A Song of
Summer, Rawsthorne's Piano Concerto No 2 (soloist John Ogdon) and Robert
Simpson's Symphony No 5 as part of 'The Great British Music Festival'.

Monday 2nd April at 7.30 p.m. Town Hall, Kidderminster
Kenneth Page conducts the Orchestra Da Camera in Delius's lrmelin helude
and Caprice and Elegy (soloist Moray Welsh) and works by Faure, Butter-
worth, Tchaikovsky and Spohr.

WedneSday l8th April at 7.30 p.m. Royal Festival Hall, Inndon
Royal Philharmonic Society concert. Sir John Pritchard conducts the BBCSO
in Delius's Pois and Summer Night on the River. The concert also includes
Mahler's Lieder eines fahrenden gesellen and Strauss's Alpine Symphony.

Monday 30th April at 7 p.m. BMIC, 10 Stratford Place. London Wl
Delius Society meeting: ,4 Village Romeo and Juliet, a rare and historic
experience, presented by Stephen Uoyd.

Saturday 5th May at 7 .45 p.m. Civic Centre, Guildford
Vernon Handley conducts the Guildford Philharmonic Orchestra and Choir
in Delius's Sea Drift.

Saturday 5th May at 7.30 p.m. Philharmonic Hall, Liverpool
Delius's Eventyr, with Norman Del Mar conducting the RLPO.

Sunday 6th May at 3 p.m. longwood Gardens, Kennett Square, Philadelphia
Delius Society Philadelphia Branch AGM with a programme of Edwardian
music, including songs by Delius, Quilter and Elgar.

Saturday l6th June at 2.30 p.m. Mary Ward House, 5 Tavistock Place, London
Delius Society AGM to be followed at 6.30 p.m. by the Annual Dinner to be
held at the Bloomsbury Crest Hotel. Further details will be included in the
April issue of the Journal.

Further details may be obtained from the Programme Secretary, Derek Cox,
16  Cher i ton  Square ,  l .ondon SWlT.Te l :01  -6730430 or0 l -677 8 l4 l  ex t .49
(daytime).
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